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As much as Leon wanted to let Darya obtain the power to protect herself as
soon as possible, he couldn't afford to wait any longer if she couldn't learn
that on the easy way, which was by forcing herself to get used to her fear,
Darya would have to get used on the hard way . . . while fighting for her life .

"Let's go," Leon said .

"Are you going to try to clear the dungeon?" Dary asked . "You think I'm
ready?"

"No, you are not ready," Leon answered . "But time is of the essence . . . just
try to learn as you keep fighting and make sure to focus on keeping yourself
alive . You didn't practice all that much, but you probably can fly pretty fast
if you use an earth platform . If something happens, escape and don't look
back . "

Four months have passed since Leon came to that world . Although he got
strong enough to defeat five elemental golems before running out of mana, he
was aware that only that wasn't enough to clear the dungeon . However, Leon
intended to compensate that by using mana potions . It wouldn't be that
efficient, but by using mana potions to recover his mana and using his spells
against a boss, he would be able to get stronger faster . Instead of using



ordinary elemental golems, he would use the spirit of a boss to create his
magic staff .

"Let's just hope my defenses increased to the point where I can survive for a
while in a long battle . . . "
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Leon's battle plan was . . . unconventional . Just like the time he left the
island, he would try to recover his mana in a weird way . It was better to find
a way to cultivate some blue angel leaves; in fact, he had some in his magic
box . He visited the island when he was using megalodons to create magic
items for his friends . However, when Leon tried to plant those… the poison

mist sucked their mana and killed the plant .

Leon and Darya walked toward the dungeon, some golems tried to stop them,
but they failed miserably . Although she wasn't that efficient, Darya was
equally powerful as Leon, and with someone nearby to offer support, she
didn't feel afraid . So, the golems were being defeated at a crazy pace .

Although they reached the dungeon quite fast, they stayed at the entrance for
quite a while, because Leon brought fifty thousand mana potions .

" . . . Are you sure you are going to need that much mana potions?" Darya
frowned .



"This is for both of us," Leon said . "It pains me to admit, but even though the
level of your skills is lower, we can cause more or less the same amount of
damage . "
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"It's because of the mana crystal in my forehead," Darya said . "Still . . . to
think that I would have to participate in such weird plan . . . "

"It is just to save time . . . since we have the same strength, the battle won't
become easy, just shorter," Leon explained .

His plan could have been much more convenient if Leon could customize his
magic box . . . but he couldn't . Not only that, but Leon also couldn't even
see on the dungeon shop anything related to the magic box being sold .

���I wonder if I can create a magic box . . . Nah, it would be too
weird . . . but I should at least try . "

Reaching the dungeon had been quite fast since the enemies were scattered,
and there was enough space to run in case something happens . But things
changed inside the dungeon . . . Leon and Darya didn't have room to dodge

the magic projectiles, but their mana was being consumed a little faster . That
being said, neither of them was in a hurry . Besides, the elemental golems
were still formidable enemies that could make their skills level up incredibly
fast .
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Regardless, it has been a while since Leon saw a weird dungeon . Except for
the Frozen Dire Wolves' dungeon, most dungeons looked like just regular
caves . However, that dungeon had parts that were frozen, while others had
small pits of lava, and some parts seemed to be made of some sort of metal .

"This is the first time I have seen a dungeon like this . . . " Leon frowned .

"I don't know much about dungeons, but I do know that monsters that have

strong magic powers can influence the interior of the dungeons," Darya
explained . "I heard once that monsters sometimes just stop to rest, and their
presences change the place itself to let them have an easier time resting . . . "

"I wonder why something inorganic would have to rest . . . much less even
without fighting . " Leon looked around and touched a frozen wall to confirm
its nature .

That dungeon had many bifurcations and dead-ends, adding that to the battles
against the golems . . . Leon and Darya only reached the end after one day,
and they finally saw the boss . The creature had a humanoid shape, but it was
eight meters tall . Leon and Darya didn't see the core of the beast, and despite
having a human shape, it didn't have eyes, nose, and mouth .

"The heck is that . . . " Leon murmured .



As if its overall appearance wasn't weird enough, the golem had parts that

were made of metal, magma, ice, and thunder . . . Adding to all that, the
creature could move those parts at will . So, if at some point the head was
made of ice and Leon decided to attack the head with magma or fire, the
creature could change the element of its head to magma, and it would heal
itself .

"This is going to be difficult . . . " Leon murmured .

Even without fighting, he knew that the strategy he used to defeat the golem

boss on Earth wouldn't work . That thing was several times stronger, and
even if Leon got stronger, he wasn't strong enough to freeze that part of the
dungeon and kill the creature before it could react .
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As much as Leon wanted to let Darya obtain the power to protect herself as
soon as possible, he couldnt afford to wait any longer if she couldnt learn that
on the easy way, which was by forcing herself to get used to her fear, Darya
would have to get used on the hard way . . . while fighting for her life .

Lets go, Leon said .

Are you going to try to clear the dungeon? Dary asked . You think Im ready?

No, you are not ready, Leon answered . But time is of the essence . . . just try
to learn as you keep fighting and make sure to focus on keeping yourself



alive . You didnt practice all that much, but you probably can fly pretty fast if
you use an earth platform . If something happens, escape and dont look back .

Four months have passed since Leon came to that world . Although he got
strong enough to defeat five elemental golems before running out of mana, he
was aware that only that wasnt enough to clear the dungeon . However, Leon
intended to compensate that by using mana potions . It wouldnt be that
efficient, but by using mana potions to recover his mana and using his spells
against a boss, he would be able to get stronger faster . Instead of using
ordinary elemental golems, he would use the spirit of a boss to create his
magic staff .

Lets just hope my defenses increased to the point where I can survive for a
while in a long battle . . .

Leons battle plan was . . . unconventional . Just like the time he left the island,
he would try to recover his mana in a weird way . It was better to find a way
to cultivate some blue angel leaves; in fact, he had some in his magic box .
He visited the island when he was using megalodons to create magic items for
his friends . However, when Leon tried to plant those… the poison mist

sucked their mana and killed the plant .

Leon and Darya walked toward the dungeon, some golems tried to stop them,
but they failed miserably . Although she wasnt that efficient, Darya was
equally powerful as Leon, and with someone nearby to offer support, she
didnt feel afraid . So, the golems were being defeated at a crazy pace .

Although they reached the dungeon quite fast, they stayed at the entrance for
quite a while, because Leon brought fifty thousand mana potions .



. . . Are you sure you are going to need that much mana potions? Darya

frowned .

This is for both of us, Leon said . It pains me to admit, but even though the
level of your skills is lower, we can cause more or less the same amount of
damage .

Its because of the mana crystal in my forehead, Darya said . Still . . . to think
that I would have to participate in such weird plan . . .

It is just to save time . . . since we have the same strength, the battle wont
become easy, just shorter, Leon explained .

His plan could have been much more convenient if Leon could customize his
magic box . . . but he couldnt . Not only that, but Leon also couldnt even see
on the dungeon shop anything related to the magic box being sold .

���I wonder if I can create a magic box . . . Nah, it would be too
weird . . . but I should at least try .

Reaching the dungeon had been quite fast since the enemies were scattered,
and there was enough space to run in case something happens . But things
changed inside the dungeon . . . Leon and Darya didnt have room to dodge

the magic projectiles, but their mana was being consumed a little faster . That
being said, neither of them was in a hurry . Besides, the elemental golems
were still formidable enemies that could make their skills level up incredibly
fast .



Regardless, it has been a while since Leon saw a weird dungeon . Except for
the Frozen Dire Wolves dungeon, most dungeons looked like just regular
caves . However, that dungeon had parts that were frozen, while others had
small pits of lava, and some parts seemed to be made of some sort of metal .

This is the first time I have seen a dungeon like this . . . Leon frowned .

I dont know much about dungeons, but I do know that monsters that have

strong magic powers can influence the interior of the dungeons, Darya
explained . I heard once that monsters sometimes just stop to rest, and their
presences change the place itself to let them have an easier time resting . . .

I wonder why something inorganic would have to rest . . . much less even
without fighting . Leon looked around and touched a frozen wall to confirm
its nature .

That dungeon had many bifurcations and dead-ends, adding that to the battles
against the golems . . . Leon and Darya only reached the end after one day,
and they finally saw the boss . The creature had a humanoid shape, but it was
eight meters tall . Leon and Darya didnt see the core of the beast, and despite
having a human shape, it didnt have eyes, nose, and mouth .

The heck is that . . . Leon murmured .

As if its overall appearance wasnt weird enough, the golem had parts that

were made of metal, magma, ice, and thunder . . . Adding to all that, the
creature could move those parts at will . So, if at some point the head was
made of ice and Leon decided to attack the head with magma or fire, the



creature could change the element of its head to magma, and it would heal
itself .

This is going to be difficult . . . Leon murmured .

Even without fighting, he knew that the strategy he used to defeat the golem

boss on Earth wouldnt work . That thing was several times stronger, and even
if Leon got stronger, he wasnt strong enough to freeze that part of the
dungeon and kill the creature before it could react .
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"What is the plan?" Darya asked . "It looks like a few of my spells will be less

effective here . "

"You are right . . . " Leon rubbed his chin . "That thing can counter our spells,
but it can't counter both of our spells . . . we just have to use different spells
at the same time . "

"Mmm? Ah . . . you want to attack with a certain element, and when the
creature tries to absorb that element, we will use others to cause even more
damage . " Darya said .

"You understand my point . You should try to put the boss in a sphere of water
and then freeze it . " Leon frowned . "The boss will probably try to melt off,



absorbing the ice . It doesn't matter, either way . I will use thunder attacks to
counter and stop the creature . "

"What are we going to do if that thing decides to absorb your thunder

attacks?" Darya asked .

"We will change and attack him with earth and magma and keep doing that

until we kill it," Leon explained . "In the end, it's metallic, and magma parts
will be useless against our combination of attacks . "

"I see . . . " Darya nodded .
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Before the fight, Leon had to make some preparations . In an ordinary battle
against a tough opponent, the moment that would cause Leon's defeat was the
moment he runs out of mana . Although it wasn't cheap, there was a way to
avoid that . He just had to keep a huge container of mana potions nearby .
The moment his mana decreased, he only has to touch the liquid, and he
would recover his mana . Instead of transporting something like that, it was
better to have someone keeping throwing mana potions at him, but there
wasn't . Leon tried to make some skeletons do that, but the stupid things
could only obey commands like attack, defend, move and stop .

It was weird, but with the help of some steel lines, Leon knitted a hose, using
the leather of the three-eyed rats . After creating two containers of steel and



filling them with the liquid of mana potions, Leon opened a hole, put the hose
and connected the magic liquid to their backs… every time they use their
mana, their backs would absorb the liquid .

"I always imagine myself fighting against monsters… but not like this . "
Darya frowned while looking around and seen the disgusting rat leather
almost glued to her back .

"Don't complain… I don't like to fight like this either . " Leon massaged his
eyebrows .

It was a plan that would only work against a monster . A smart opponent

would quickly find a way and destroy Leon's supply of mana . Anyway, it
was the best way Leon could think of to fight against a monster, keeping
himself alive, without having to stop attacking .

Leon didn't want to use that method for longer than the necessary, so he and
Darya walked toward the boss . When the creature saw them, it attacked
shooting Magma Arrows, Ice Arrows, Steel Arrows . But Leon and Darya's
Mana Shield blocked the attack, even though they lost the chance to cause a
lot of damage with a preemptive strike, that didn't bother them . Without a

care in the world, they shot several magic projectiles .
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Mystical Golem



Health: 10000/10000

Mana: 15000/15000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Magma Arrow Lv 60, Ice Arrow Lv 60, Steel Arrow Lv 60,
Thunder Arrow Lv 60

Passive Skills: Thunder Absorption Lv 100, Ice Absorption Lv 100, Magma
Absorption Lv 100
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As Leon had expected, the creature moved its body parts to absorb those
attacks, but when it tried to absorb a massive layer of water that Darya created
and shot, it got electrocuted when Leon shot used lightning .

The creature got caught off guard, so Leon and Darya had a lot of time to
increase the water and strengthen the electric discharge . The creature
suffered a lot of damage but eventually recovered itself because its left leg,
which was made of thunder, decreased the power of their attacks . The
creature created a layer of thunder around its body to nullify all damage, but
that had been a bad move .



Darya shot several Earth Arrows, and Leon hit the creature with Magma
Spears . It was an incredible feeling using his most powerful spell without
caring about the cost, but soon Leon stopped because the creature covered its
body with magma this time .

"It is powerful . . . but it is just a dumb monster, in the end . " Leon
murmured .

Leon and Darya attacked using ice magic and after a few seconds managed to
cool down the magma . . . after that, the same pattern repeated itself a few
times . Although the Mystical Golem was far stronger than that weird robot,
the creature didn't pose a threat against Leon and Darya . The battle ended
after ten minutes, and both of them still had some mana liquid that could be

used to restore their mana . Before giving the final blow, Leon quickly cast a
thick layer of ice around the creature, and when the beast managed to free
itself using its right arm covered in magma, Leon used Seal and put the
creature's spirit inside the replica of a magic staff .

Steel Staff VIII

It grants you the skill Magma Arrow Lv 50, Ice Arrow Lv 50, Steel Arrow
Lv 50, Thunder Arrow Lv 50 . Intelligence + 60, Mentality + 40 .

It was the best weapon Leon had, but he regretted creating a staff . . . if he
had created a shield, he probably would have obtained the skills to absorb the
elemental attacks of the ordinary elemental golems .

"This was easier than I thought it would be . . . " Darya frowned . "My skills

also leveled up like crazy . . . your plans are weird but certainly efficient . "



"Don't thank me yet, I want the coins you obtained," Leon said . "It is
payment for the mana potions you consumed . "

In the end, Leon didn't feel like celebrating because he spent one million
coins and only obtained ten thousand from defeating that boss . Anyway, it
was time to use the remaining mana to kill the golems that would soon begin
to spawn .
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What is the plan? Darya asked . It looks like a few of my spells will be less

effective here .

You are right . . . Leon rubbed his chin . That thing can counter our spells,
but it cant counter both of our spells . . . we just have to use different spells
at the same time .

Mmm? Ah . . . you want to attack with a certain element, and when the
creature tries to absorb that element, we will use others to cause even more
damage . Darya said .

You understand my point . You should try to put the boss in a sphere of water
and then freeze it . Leon frowned . The boss will probably try to melt off,
absorbing the ice . It doesnt matter, either way . I will use thunder attacks to
counter and stop the creature .



What are we going to do if that thing decides to absorb your thunder attacks?
Darya asked .

We will change and attack him with earth and magma and keep doing that
until we kill it, Leon explained . In the end, its metallic, and magma parts will
be useless against our combination of attacks .

I see . . . Darya nodded .

Before the fight, Leon had to make some preparations . In an ordinary battle
against a tough opponent, the moment that would cause Leons defeat was the
moment he runs out of mana . Although it wasnt cheap, there was a way to
avoid that . He just had to keep a huge container of mana potions nearby .
The moment his mana decreased, he only has to touch the liquid, and he
would recover his mana . Instead of transporting something like that, it was
better to have someone keeping throwing mana potions at him, but there
wasnt . Leon tried to make some skeletons do that, but the stupid things could
only obey commands like attack, defend, move and stop .

It was weird, but with the help of some steel lines, Leon knitted a hose, using
the leather of the three-eyed rats . After creating two containers of steel and
filling them with the liquid of mana potions, Leon opened a hole, put the hose
and connected the magic liquid to their backs… every time they use their
mana, their backs would absorb the liquid .

I always imagine myself fighting against monsters… but not like this . Darya
frowned while looking around and seen the disgusting rat leather almost glued
to her back .



Dont complain… I dont like to fight like this either . Leon massaged his
eyebrows .

It was a plan that would only work against a monster . A smart opponent

would quickly find a way and destroy Leons supply of mana . Anyway, it was
the best way Leon could think of to fight against a monster, keeping himself
alive, without having to stop attacking .

Leon didnt want to use that method for longer than the necessary, so he and
Darya walked toward the boss . When the creature saw them, it attacked
shooting Magma Arrows, Ice Arrows, Steel Arrows . But Leon and Daryas
Mana Shield blocked the attack, even though they lost the chance to cause a
lot of damage with a preemptive strike, that didnt bother them . Without a

care in the world, they shot several magic projectiles .

Mystical Golem

Health: 10000/10000

Mana: 15000/15000

Stamina: 5000/5000

Active Skills: Magma Arrow Lv 60, Ice Arrow Lv 60, Steel Arrow Lv 60,
Thunder Arrow Lv 60

Passive Skills: Thunder Absorption Lv 100, Ice Absorption Lv 100, Magma
Absorption Lv 100



As Leon had expected, the creature moved its body parts to absorb those
attacks, but when it tried to absorb a massive layer of water that Darya created
and shot, it got electrocuted when Leon shot used lightning .

The creature got caught off guard, so Leon and Darya had a lot of time to
increase the water and strengthen the electric discharge . The creature
suffered a lot of damage but eventually recovered itself because its left leg,
which was made of thunder, decreased the power of their attacks . The
creature created a layer of thunder around its body to nullify all damage, but
that had been a bad move .

Darya shot several Earth Arrows, and Leon hit the creature with Magma
Spears . It was an incredible feeling using his most powerful spell without
caring about the cost, but soon Leon stopped because the creature covered its
body with magma this time .

It is powerful . . . but it is just a dumb monster, in the end . Leon murmured .

Leon and Darya attacked using ice magic and after a few seconds managed to
cool down the magma . . . after that, the same pattern repeated itself a few
times . Although the Mystical Golem was far stronger than that weird robot,
the creature didnt pose a threat against Leon and Darya . The battle ended
after ten minutes, and both of them still had some mana liquid that could be

used to restore their mana . Before giving the final blow, Leon quickly cast a
thick layer of ice around the creature, and when the beast managed to free
itself using its right arm covered in magma, Leon used Seal and put the
creatures spirit inside the replica of a magic staff .

Steel Staff VIII



It grants you the skill Magma Arrow Lv 50, Ice Arrow Lv 50, Steel Arrow
Lv 50, Thunder Arrow Lv 50 . Intelligence + 60, Mentality + 40 .

It was the best weapon Leon had, but he regretted creating a staff . . . if he
had created a shield, he probably would have obtained the skills to absorb the
elemental attacks of the ordinary elemental golems .

This was easier than I thought it would be . . . Darya frowned . My skills also
leveled up like crazy . . . your plans are weird but certainly efficient .

Dont thank me yet, I want the coins you obtained, Leon said . It is payment
for the mana potions you consumed .

In the end, Leon didnt feel like celebrating because he spent one million coins
and only obtained ten thousand from defeating that boss . Anyway, it was
time to use the remaining mana to kill the golems that would soon begin to
spawn .
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Since it was too impractical to move those steel containers, Leon used all the
mana liquid in those to defeat the elemental golems and practice Haste . He
only used the purple crystal to see the other world after twelve hours, Darya
stayed behind because she was tired .



Still, there wasn't much to see on the other side . Leon got attacked by several
mystical golems, but he managed to escape from them flying to the sky . If
Leon had to describe that world, he would use the word Pandemonium . In
one direction, he couldn't see anything, but ice, on the other only volcanoes
and magma . On the different directions, he saw a wasteland and then a

seemingly endless mountain range where rain clouds were constantly letting
lightning bolts hit the ground . It was a weird world with weird
ecosystems . . .

Leon managed to return using Mana Concealment . The golems didn't have
eyes . So thanks to that skill, they couldn't notice Leon . . . like many other
monsters, they used their target's mana to find them .

���Another failure . . . " Leon sighed .

On the opposite side of the boss room, Darya was sleeping without a care in
the world . . . another boss would appear in twelve hours, but it looked like
that didn't concern her . Although she was short, Leon decided to let her sleep
instead of carrying her outside the dungeon . The poison mist didn't enter
dungeons, so it was a pretty good place to rest .

Although Leon also felt like it was a good moment to rest, he decided to keep
an eye on things and learn his next spell . Besides, every ten minutes, six new
golems would appear, so he would have to kill them . Although previously,
he only had enough mana to beat five, with his steel staff, he could keep
fighting them for one hour without having to use mana potions .

"I wonder why that VII represents… is the quality of the weapon or the

level?"



It was evident that it was important information, but Leon had no idea what
that means . . . Anyway, he would learn it later . So, Leon forgot about that,
and before Darya finally woke up, he learned a new spell .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Bullet .

Cost: 30 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

"Did you find anything on the other side?" Darya asked .

"I found a weird ecosystem . . . " Leon said . "You should rest while you can,
we will fight against the boss again because I want to make a shield and
obtain the skills to absorb spells . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"Do you think that will be useful?" Darya frowned . "You wanted to face
stronger monsters to grow stronger, right? Against stronger opponents, a
shield like that won't help you all that much . "

"Why do you think so?" Leon asked .

"Because those passive skills that can let you absorb spells, only work on
spells that have a lower level than the skill," Darya explained .

"I see . . . so if my shield has Magma Absorption Lv 50, it can't absorb
magma spells that are stronger than that . " Leon nodded .



"That is right . " Darya nodded .

In the end, it was a real waste of time . If Leon couldn't level up those skills
and the opponents would only grow stronger, it was useless . After a long
sigh, Leon decided to move toward other dungeons . The magic items he
creates would be useful, but if he creates a lot of them, he could grow
over-dependent of them . If something happens and he loses those items, he
would be in trouble .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"I wish there was a dragons' dungeon in this world . . . " Leon sighed again .
"I'm already missing their meat, and the extra status points those could give
me . "

"I heard that we had one," Darya said . "But the dungeon became inactive
when the harvesters appeared . "

"What about the purple crystal?" Leon asked .

"The crystal disappeared . . . that was why it was considered inactive," Darya
explained .

In the end, there was no easy way to obtain status points . However, Leon had
an idea . If he could understand the logic behind Area of Effect spells, he
could learn several of them quite quickly, and by using them against several

targets, Leon would be able to level up them quite fast . Thus, granting him
status points . Although Leon had to learn spells like Steel Arrow, Magma

Arrow, Magma Punch, and others… he decided to learn the Area of Effect



spells first because the nearest dungeon didn't have strong monsters but had a
lot of monsters .

"So, this time, are we going to fight the Bloody Wasps?" Darya frowned . "I
can't imagine ourselves getting that stronger fighting against that type of
enemy . "

"It is the nearest dungeon, and this is also a good opportunity for us to learn
Area of Effect spells," Leon explained . "Besides, even if the enemies don't
look like that they can pose a challenge, I still have to check their worlds . "

"I can understand that…If I were in your position, I would do the same . "
Darya said . "In fact, I would use the dungeons of the other worlds to look for
the information you want… Instead of trying to obtain the power to defeat a
harvester or at least torture them for answers . "

Truth to be told, Leon didn't want to face those enemies too . He had never
seen them, but Leon could imagine their powers . Considering that mana can
increase the lifespan of everyone . . . the amount of power a sentient being
could obtain after fighting and training for thousands of years would be
bone-chilling just to think about it .

Even Leon wanted that kind of power because, with that, he would be able to
protect his family, his friends, his world . . . However, before obtaining that,
he had to get the knowledge that also comes alongside with power . Leon
didn't find that knowledge in the city above, and the chances of him finding

in other worlds were also small . But he was sure . He would obtain that
knowledge from the harvester . . . They were invaders, after all .
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Since it was too impractical to move those steel containers, Leon used all the
mana liquid in those to defeat the elemental golems and practice Haste . He
only used the purple crystal to see the other world after twelve hours, Darya
stayed behind because she was tired .

Still, there wasnt much to see on the other side . Leon got attacked by several
mystical golems, but he managed to escape from them flying to the sky . If
Leon had to describe that world, he would use the word Pandemonium . In
one direction, he couldnt see anything, but ice, on the other only volcanoes
and magma . On the different directions, he saw a wasteland and then a

seemingly endless mountain range where rain clouds were constantly letting
lightning bolts hit the ground . It was a weird world with weird
ecosystems . . .

Leon managed to return using Mana Concealment . The golems didnt have
eyes . So thanks to that skill, they couldnt notice Leon . . . like many other
monsters, they used their targets mana to find them .

���Another failure . . . Leon sighed .

On the opposite side of the boss room, Darya was sleeping without a care in
the world . . . another boss would appear in twelve hours, but it looked like
that didnt concern her . Although she was short, Leon decided to let her sleep
instead of carrying her outside the dungeon . The poison mist didnt enter
dungeons, so it was a pretty good place to rest .

Although Leon also felt like it was a good moment to rest, he decided to keep
an eye on things and learn his next spell . Besides, every ten minutes, six new



golems would appear, so he would have to kill them . Although previously,
he only had enough mana to beat five, with his steel staff, he could keep
fighting them for one hour without having to use mana potions .

I wonder why that VII represents… is the quality of the weapon or the level?

It was evident that it was important information, but Leon had no idea what
that means . . . Anyway, he would learn it later . So, Leon forgot about that,
and before Darya finally woke up, he learned a new spell .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Magma Bullet .

Cost: 30 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Did you find anything on the other side? Darya asked .

I found a weird ecosystem . . . Leon said . You should rest while you can, we
will fight against the boss again because I want to make a shield and obtain
the skills to absorb spells .

Do you think that will be useful? Darya frowned . You wanted to face
stronger monsters to grow stronger, right? Against stronger opponents, a
shield like that wont help you all that much .

Why do you think so? Leon asked .



Because those passive skills that can let you absorb spells, only work on
spells that have a lower level than the skill, Darya explained .

I see . . . so if my shield has Magma Absorption Lv 50, it cant absorb magma
spells that are stronger than that . Leon nodded .

That is right . Darya nodded .

In the end, it was a real waste of time . If Leon couldnt level up those skills
and the opponents would only grow stronger, it was useless . After a long
sigh, Leon decided to move toward other dungeons . The magic items he
creates would be useful, but if he creates a lot of them, he could grow
over-dependent of them . If something happens and he loses those items, he
would be in trouble .

I wish there was a dragons dungeon in this world . . . Leon sighed again . Im
already missing their meat, and the extra status points those could give me .

I heard that we had one, Darya said . But the dungeon became inactive when
the harvesters appeared .

What about the purple crystal? Leon asked .

The crystal disappeared . . . that was why it was considered inactive, Darya
explained .

In the end, there was no easy way to obtain status points . However, Leon had
an idea . If he could understand the logic behind Area of Effect spells, he



could learn several of them quite quickly, and by using them against several

targets, Leon would be able to level up them quite fast . Thus, granting him
status points . Although Leon had to learn spells like Steel Arrow, Magma

Arrow, Magma Punch, and others… he decided to learn the Area of Effect

spells first because the nearest dungeon didnt have strong monsters but had a
lot of monsters .

So, this time, are we going to fight the Bloody Wasps? Darya frowned . I
cant imagine ourselves getting that stronger fighting against that type of
enemy .

It is the nearest dungeon, and this is also a good opportunity for us to learn
Area of Effect spells, Leon explained . Besides, even if the enemies dont look
like that they can pose a challenge, I still have to check their worlds .

I can understand that…If I were in your position, I would do the same . Darya
said . In fact, I would use the dungeons of the other worlds to look for the
information you want… Instead of trying to obtain the power to defeat a
harvester or at least torture them for answers .

Truth to be told, Leon didnt want to face those enemies too . He had never
seen them, but Leon could imagine their powers . Considering that mana can
increase the lifespan of everyone . . . the amount of power a sentient being
could obtain after fighting and training for thousands of years would be
bone-chilling just to think about it .

Even Leon wanted that kind of power because, with that, he would be able to
protect his family, his friends, his world . . . However, before obtaining that,
he had to get the knowledge that also comes alongside with power . Leon
didnt find that knowledge in the city above, and the chances of him finding in



other worlds were also small . But he was sure . He would obtain that
knowledge from the harvester . . . They were invaders, after all .
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From what Darya knew, it looked like Bloody Wasps weren't much different
from the wasps Leon knew . The only real difference is that they were one
meter long and wide . . . they also could suck their target's blood with their
sting . The blood could be used to heal their wounds or to increase their attack
power and speed . Either way, it wasn't a good idea to let them get too close .

"I guess fire magic is the best way to deal with them . . . so, shall I combine
wind and fire magic to create something like a Fire Tornado? It might be

dangerous, so I should start with something more simple . "

Leon recalled Sandstorm, the spell and that mutant wolf that almost crushed
him to death used . The spell itself didn't cause much damage, but it blinded
everyone nearby due to its scope . It was safer starting using that, so Leon
decided to practice while he and Darya headed toward the Bloody Wasps
area .

Much to his surprise, soon, Leon managed to create a small version of the
Sandstorm on the palm of his hand . The wind was strong, and the sand didn't
spread toward all directions . . . Leon was on the right track .

"I don't think a spell-like that will be useful against the bloody wasps . . . "
Darya also replicated the smaller version of the Sandstorm .



"I'm just learning the fundamentals before trying anything more

dangerous . . . " Leon said . "Mana Armor doesn't protect yourself from your

own attacks, so you should be careful . "

Little by little, Leon's control over the sandstorm increased as he also

enlarged the scope of it . After walking for three days, they finally reached
their territory of those creatures . Leon and Darya noticed that because they
didn't see any three-eyed rats . . . Regardless, they only began to fight one
day later when they both received the notification .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Sandstorm .

Cost: 10 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

The spell barely caused damage, but it was enough to prevent the wasps
inside from moving . Although the consumption of mana wasn't big, it wasn't
small either . The effectiveness of the spell was kind of small . It only created
an area of four meters tall and large, strong winds and sand . However, both
the speed of the winds and the range of the spell were increasing as the skill
leveled up .



Although they bought a lot of mana potions after leaving the golems dungeon,
Leon and Darya decided to save their mana and also divided the work in order
to increase efficiency . Sometimes Leon used Sandstorm to stop the wasps,
and Darya used Fire Bullets to kill them, and sometimes they changed their
roles .

"It looks like these dungeons can spawn more monsters than others . . . "
Darya said after noticing a few dozen wasps approaching . "
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"Somehow, I feel things aren't that simple . . . "Leon furrowed his eyebrows .

It has been a while since Leon saw so many monsters in a small area .
Although those monsters were so weak and a single Fire Bullet was enough to
kill them, Leon was quite worried . . . he felt like he forgot something . . .
something very important .

Although Leon was in a hurry, he decided to at least learn one more Area of
Effect spell before challenging the dungeon . Since the battles would happen
in a confined space and the enemies were insects, the best option was to learn
a fire attack .

"Let's try to learn something like a Fire Tornado," Leon said . "The boss of
that dungeon is probably the bigger version of those wasps, it should be a
little more resilient, but its weakness probably still is fire . "



"So, we just create a tornado and add fire, right?" Darya asked .

It looked pretty simple, in theory . But if that were true, Lennart would use
Fire Tornado instead of a Frozen Mist . . . perhaps the climate of the ambient
could help or disturb the caster in that regard, but it didn't change the fact that
they had to be careful . Otherwise, their own attacks would harm them .
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Like always, progressing at baby steps, Leon practiced the spell . In the end,
he had to be extra careful because the fire was more complicated to control
than sand . . . Still, instead of controlling both wind and fire, Leon started to
wonder why Darya was progressing at the same speed Leon was .

"Are you holding back or something?" Leon frowned .

" . . . What are you talking about?" Darya looked away after making for a
brief moment, an expression of surprise .

"If you are worried about hurting my ego, I recommend you stop wasting time
with that," Leon said . "I don't know if it is thanks to your natural talent is due

to the mana crystal in your forehead, but it looks you have an easy time
learning the spells related to the basic elements . Regardless, learn as many as
the spell you can, as fast as you can . Then use your remaining time to get rid
of your hesitation . "



"…All right," Darya nodded .

Although it was a bit depressing after Leon said that, Darya managed to learn
Fire Tornado in four days, while Leon had to practice for a week . It couldn't
be helped since Darya had the mana crystal in the forehead . The people of
her world also had decades of experience using mana . Not only that, but she
was also the third generation of a family who became leaders in that world
using mana .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Tornado .

Cost: 15 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Still, Leon started to wonder if it wasn't a good idea to implant the mana
crystal on his forehead . However, even without asking, he was aware that the
surgery to put that wasn't something simple, or it was something anyone
could do . Darya's grandfather probably had control over that, and Leon was
quite sure that it wasn't a good idea to get himself involved with the most
influential person of that world .
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From what Darya knew, it looked like Bloody Wasps werent much different

from the wasps Leon knew . The only real difference is that they were one
meter long and wide . . . they also could suck their targets blood with their



sting . The blood could be used to heal their wounds or to increase their attack
power and speed . Either way, it wasnt a good idea to let them get too close .

I guess fire magic is the best way to deal with them . . . so, shall I combine
wind and fire magic to create something like a Fire Tornado? It might be

dangerous, so I should start with something more simple .

Leon recalled Sandstorm, the spell and that mutant wolf that almost crushed
him to death used . The spell itself didnt cause much damage, but it blinded
everyone nearby due to its scope . It was safer starting using that, so Leon
decided to practice while he and Darya headed toward the Bloody Wasps
area .

Much to his surprise, soon, Leon managed to create a small version of the
Sandstorm on the palm of his hand . The wind was strong, and the sand didnt
spread toward all directions . . . Leon was on the right track .

I dont think a spell-like that will be useful against the bloody wasps . . .
Darya also replicated the smaller version of the Sandstorm .

Im just learning the fundamentals before trying anything more dangerous . . .
Leon said . Mana Armor doesnt protect yourself from your own attacks, so
you should be careful .

Little by little, Leons control over the sandstorm increased as he also enlarged

the scope of it . After walking for three days, they finally reached their
territory of those creatures . Leon and Darya noticed that because they didnt
see any three-eyed rats . . . Regardless, they only began to fight one day later
when they both received the notification .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Sandstorm .

Cost: 10 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

The spell barely caused damage, but it was enough to prevent the wasps
inside from moving . Although the consumption of mana wasnt big, it wasnt
small either . The effectiveness of the spell was kind of small . It only created
an area of four meters tall and large, strong winds and sand . However, both
the speed of the winds and the range of the spell were increasing as the skill
leveled up .

Although they bought a lot of mana potions after leaving the golems dungeon,
Leon and Darya decided to save their mana and also divided the work in order
to increase efficiency . Sometimes Leon used Sandstorm to stop the wasps,
and Darya used Fire Bullets to kill them, and sometimes they changed their
roles .

It looks like these dungeons can spawn more monsters than others . . . Darya
said after noticing a few dozen wasps approaching .

Somehow, I feel things arent that simple . . . Leon furrowed his eyebrows .

It has been a while since Leon saw so many monsters in a small area .
Although those monsters were so weak and a single Fire Bullet was enough to
kill them, Leon was quite worried . . . he felt like he forgot something . . .
something very important .



Although Leon was in a hurry, he decided to at least learn one more Area of
Effect spell before challenging the dungeon . Since the battles would happen
in a confined space and the enemies were insects, the best option was to learn
a fire attack .

Lets try to learn something like a Fire Tornado, Leon said . The boss of that
dungeon is probably the bigger version of those wasps, it should be a little
more resilient, but its weakness probably still is fire .

So, we just create a tornado and add fire, right? Darya asked .

It looked pretty simple, in theory . But if that were true, Lennart would use
Fire Tornado instead of a Frozen Mist . . . perhaps the climate of the ambient
could help or disturb the caster in that regard, but it didnt change the fact that
they had to be careful . Otherwise, their own attacks would harm them .

Like always, progressing at baby steps, Leon practiced the spell . In the end,
he had to be extra careful because the fire was more complicated to control
than sand . . . Still, instead of controlling both wind and fire, Leon started to
wonder why Darya was progressing at the same speed Leon was .

Are you holding back or something? Leon frowned .

. . . What are you talking about? Darya looked away after making for a brief

moment, an expression of surprise .

If you are worried about hurting my ego, I recommend you stop wasting time
with that, Leon said . I dont know if it is thanks to your natural talent is due

to the mana crystal in your forehead, but it looks you have an easy time



learning the spells related to the basic elements . Regardless, learn as many as
the spell you can, as fast as you can . Then use your remaining time to get rid
of your hesitation .

…All right, Darya nodded .

Although it was a bit depressing after Leon said that, Darya managed to learn
Fire Tornado in four days, while Leon had to practice for a week . It couldnt
be helped since Darya had the mana crystal in the forehead . The people of
her world also had decades of experience using mana . Not only that, but she
was also the third generation of a family who became leaders in that world
using mana .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Tornado .

Cost: 15 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Still, Leon started to wonder if it wasnt a good idea to implant the mana
crystal on his forehead . However, even without asking, he was aware that the
surgery to put that wasnt something simple, or it was something anyone could
do . Daryas grandfather probably had control over that, and Leon was quite
sure that it wasnt a good idea to get himself involved with the most influential
person of that world .
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In the end, learning Fire Tornado had been one of the best things Leon had
decided to do . After Leon and Darya headed to the dungeon and spending
one million coins in mana potions, they entered the cave . Finally, they
noticed why the number of Bloody Wasps was so significant . The walls of
the dungeon were covered with thousands of cocoons, and every minute
dozens of new wasps were born . Still, only a small fraction left the dungeon,
and most of them stayed inside the place to protect it from invaders . . .

"Eww . . . this is so creepy," Darya said while she trembled .

"I must admit this is quite a sight . . . " Leon frowned . "Is this the work of the
boss of the dungeon? To think that a single creature could lay so many

eggs . . . Ah!"

"Did you notice something?" Darya said .

"Yes . . . I had this feeling that I was overlooking things for a while . " Leon
answered . "I finally recalled what I was overlooking . . . Do dungeon breaks
still happen in this world?"

"Yes . . . " Darya answered .
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"Every time that kind of events happen, dozens of bosses appear," Leon said .
"Still, there isn't much food here for wasps, and we didn't find any boss
either . "

"So, you think they returned to their planet?" Darya asked .

"That, or perhaps they died of hunger," Leon explained . "After noticing that
they wouldn't obtain much food in this world, dungeon breaks stopped
happening . That would explain why we only found a single elemental golem
boss . "

"That makes sense . . . " Darya nodded . "Some monsters eat meat, but some
want to consume mana of their prey . . . a lot of information about monsters
and dungeons are military secrets, so it wouldn't surprise if that is the case .
Still . . . that means that the bloody wasps' world is . . .

"Yep, it probably billions, perhaps we will find trillions of those monsters
once we touch the purple crystal," Leon said .
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"Yikes . . . the idea alone makes me feel shivers all over my body . " Darya
contracted her body .

It looked like they would have to use a lot of mana even to kill the mob
monsters of that dungeon, so Leon tried to find a concentrated version of the



mana potions, but he didn't find it . In any case, to avoid being surrounded by
the front and the back, Leon and Darya burned down those cocoons . Quickly,
the smell of burned insects got strong, and it started to bother them, but they
didn't stop .

The smell alone was strong enough to attract other wasps, so Leon and Darya
sometimes had to stay one hour without moving forward because the wasps
didn't stop from coming . It was a pain to consume mana potions at that speed,
but since they killed numerous enemies every moment, they more or less
obtained enough coins to pay for the potions .

"I should try to create an earth platform a few dozens of meters above the

poison mist… wasting so much time and coins to buy potions is a pain . "

What Leon and Darya thought it would be a hunt that would take only a few
hours, became a test of patience that lasted one week . The number of wasps
was too big, so they had to return several times to the entrance of the dungeon
to buy mana potions . Fortunately, their attacks leveled up a lot, and thanks to
that, the wasps were burned until nothing was left behind, otherwise, at some
point, the number of corpses on the way would have stopped them .
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Finally, Leon and Darya found the last part of the dungeon, and if the other
parts of the dungeon were disgusting enough to make Darya tremble, the
previous room made her face turn blue . Even Leon, like his back, was
itching . . . what was supposed to be the boss room was a space large enough



like the place Leon fought the three-headed earth dragon . However, instead
of walls, they were seeing more cocoons and flying to all directions, they saw
fifty or so colossal bloody wasps laying eggs without stop .

Leon stopped to wonder how in the hell those things could lay so many eggs
so fast, but soon he was forced to move because the wasps finally noticed
their presence . Hundreds of wasps left their cocoons and flew to attack Leon

and Darya alongside the bosses . Leon and Darya cast their Fire Tornados, but
Darya was having difficulties controlling her spell because she was about to
faint .

"You really have to train your nerves . . . " Leon sighed .

Although Leon said that, he was also scared since he wasn't a fan of insects
either . However, there was no reason to worry . Leon and Darya already had
implemented their plan to fight the boss and clear dungeons . . . those
containers filled with mana liquid were behind and connected to their backs .

At an astonishing rate, wasps began to die . Even a few of the bosses tried to

attack them, but using their Fire Tornadoes, Leon and Darya blocked their
advance and killed . It was all because they managed to level up that skill
several times . It looked like that battle wouldn't be difficult . . . Leon and
Darya just have to keep using the Fire Tornado to stop their monsters'
charge . However, things changed when several of the bosses started to flap
their wings and dropped some shining dust around the battlefield .

"Are you for real? Sleep Powder?" Leon frowned .

Although it looked similar to the skill of a game Leon and Betty played in the
past, he didn't imagine that he was right . . . but he was . Leon and Darya



tried to block the dust, but soon one of the Fire Tornado disappeared, and
Darya fell asleep on the floor .

"Great . . . she didn't last even a second . "

Leon frowned, it was all because Darya never had any reason to learn that
skill . He only sleeps once every four days, after all . Still, despite his Sleep
Resistance being level thirty, Leon started to feel a little sleepy . However, he
got rid of that when he hit his magic staff against his head .
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In the end, learning Fire Tornado had been one of the best things Leon had
decided to do . After Leon and Darya headed to the dungeon and spending
one million coins in mana potions, they entered the cave . Finally, they
noticed why the number of Bloody Wasps was so significant . The walls of
the dungeon were covered with thousands of cocoons, and every minute
dozens of new wasps were born . Still, only a small fraction left the dungeon,
and most of them stayed inside the place to protect it from invaders . . .

Eww . . . this is so creepy, Darya said while she trembled .

I must admit this is quite a sight . . . Leon frowned . Is this the work of the
boss of the dungeon? To think that a single creature could lay so many

eggs . . . Ah!

Did you notice something? Darya said .



Yes . . . I had this feeling that I was overlooking things for a while . Leon
answered . I finally recalled what I was overlooking . . . Do dungeon breaks
still happen in this world?

Yes . . . Darya answered .

Every time that kind of events happen, dozens of bosses appear, Leon said .
Still, there isnt much food here for wasps, and we didnt find any boss either .

So, you think they returned to their planet? Darya asked .

That, or perhaps they died of hunger, Leon explained . After noticing that
they wouldnt obtain much food in this world, dungeon breaks stopped
happening . That would explain why we only found a single elemental golem
boss .

That makes sense . . . Darya nodded . Some monsters eat meat, but some
want to consume mana of their prey . . . a lot of information about monsters
and dungeons are military secrets, so it wouldnt surprise if that is the case .
Still . . . that means that the bloody wasps world is . . .

Yep, it probably billions, perhaps we will find trillions of those monsters once
we touch the purple crystal, Leon said .

Yikes . . . the idea alone makes me feel shivers all over my body . Darya
contracted her body .

It looked like they would have to use a lot of mana even to kill the mob
monsters of that dungeon, so Leon tried to find a concentrated version of the



mana potions, but he didnt find it . In any case, to avoid being surrounded by
the front and the back, Leon and Darya burned down those cocoons . Quickly,
the smell of burned insects got strong, and it started to bother them, but they
didnt stop .

The smell alone was strong enough to attract other wasps, so Leon and Darya
sometimes had to stay one hour without moving forward because the wasps
didnt stop from coming . It was a pain to consume mana potions at that speed,
but since they killed numerous enemies every moment, they more or less
obtained enough coins to pay for the potions .

I should try to create an earth platform a few dozens of meters above the
poison mist… wasting so much time and coins to buy potions is a pain .

What Leon and Darya thought it would be a hunt that would take only a few
hours, became a test of patience that lasted one week . The number of wasps
was too big, so they had to return several times to the entrance of the dungeon
to buy mana potions . Fortunately, their attacks leveled up a lot, and thanks to
that, the wasps were burned until nothing was left behind, otherwise, at some
point, the number of corpses on the way would have stopped them .

Finally, Leon and Darya found the last part of the dungeon, and if the other
parts of the dungeon were disgusting enough to make Darya tremble, the
previous room made her face turn blue . Even Leon, like his back, was
itching . . . what was supposed to be the boss room was a space large enough

like the place Leon fought the three-headed earth dragon . However, instead
of walls, they were seeing more cocoons and flying to all directions, they saw
fifty or so colossal bloody wasps laying eggs without stop .

Leon stopped to wonder how in the hell those things could lay so many eggs
so fast, but soon he was forced to move because the wasps finally noticed



their presence . Hundreds of wasps left their cocoons and flew to attack Leon

and Darya alongside the bosses . Leon and Darya cast their Fire Tornados, but
Darya was having difficulties controlling her spell because she was about to
faint .

You really have to train your nerves . . . Leon sighed .

Although Leon said that, he was also scared since he wasnt a fan of insects
either . However, there was no reason to worry . Leon and Darya already had
implemented their plan to fight the boss and clear dungeons . . . those
containers filled with mana liquid were behind and connected to their backs .

At an astonishing rate, wasps began to die . Even a few of the bosses tried to

attack them, but using their Fire Tornadoes, Leon and Darya blocked their
advance and killed . It was all because they managed to level up that skill
several times . It looked like that battle wouldnt be difficult . . . Leon and
Darya just have to keep using the Fire Tornado to stop their monsters charge .
However, things changed when several of the bosses started to flap their
wings and dropped some shining dust around the battlefield .

Are you for real? Sleep Powder? Leon frowned .

Although it looked similar to the skill of a game Leon and Betty played in the
past, he didnt imagine that he was right . . . but he was . Leon and Darya tried
to block the dust, but soon one of the Fire Tornado disappeared, and Darya
fell asleep on the floor .

Great . . . she didnt last even a second .



Leon frowned, it was all because Darya never had any reason to learn that
skill . He only sleeps once every four days, after all . Still, despite his Sleep
Resistance being level thirty, Leon started to feel a little sleepy . However, he
got rid of that when he hit his magic staff against his head .
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